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16. ABSTRACT
A series of torque tests were performed on four flight-type hex ball universal '$
joints in order to characterize and determine the actual load-carrying capability
of this device. The universal joint is a part of manual actuation rods for scientific
instruments within the Hubble Space Telescope. It was found that the hex ball will
bind slightly during the initial load application. This binding did not affect the
function of the universal joint, and the units would "wear-in" after a few additional
loading cycles. The torsional yield load was approximately 50 ft-lb, and was
consistent among the four test specimens. Also, the torque required to cause
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
SI Scientific Instrument
FGS Fine Guidance Sensor
OTA Optical Telescope Assembly
ft-lb foot-pound of torque





f shear yield stress
f. tensile yield stress
KSI stress, thousand pounds per square inch
T torque
J polar moment of inertia
C distance from centroid to point of maximum shear stress (= radius for
circular specimen)
D outer diameter of specimen
d inner diameter of specimen
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of these tests was to characterize the function of and to determine
the load-carrying capability of the hex ball universal joint, Perkin-Elmer part number
679-0760. This universal joint is installed in a total of 17 locations within the scien-
tific instruments (SI) and focal plane structure of the Hubble Space Telescope. It is
used in the manual actuation rods for the axial SI, radial SI and FGS point "A"
latches, and in the radial SI blind-mate electrical connector. Although the actuation
rods had previously been qualified for the maximum specified load of 35 ft-lb, higher
loads have been anticipated. Further testing was necessary to prove the structural
integrity of the rods and to establish the actual margins on yield and ultimate load.
II. APPROACH
A test fixture was designed to apply torque to the universal joint in a con-
trolled manner. Angular deflection was measured using a digital inclinometer readout.
Visual examinations and dimensional checks were made at several times throughout the
course of testing, and photographs of the test articles were obtained. Two universal
joints were subjected to life cycle testing, and all four test specimens were loaded to
the maximum specified load of 35 ft-lb. The units were subsequently loaded to
increasingly higher values until an indication of yielding was obtained. Finally, each
specimen was tested to destruction.
A. Scope
These tests were not intended as a formal qualification of the universal joint;
rather, the tests were for engineering information. Therefore, the test procedure
was unreleased, and testing was performed in an engineering laboratory without MSFC
Quality Assurance surveillance. However, to assure that the results were valid and
representative for the flight hardware, all test instrumentation was within the current
calibration period and all test specimens were fabricated per MSFC quality assurance
requirements.
B. Test Hardware
Four test specimens were fabricated per the Perkin-Elmer drawings, except the
microseal coating on the hex ball was not applied. This exception was specified in
the procurement contract for these parts. All material, heat treatment, and dimen-
sional requirements were verified per MSFC quality assurance standard practice.
Figure 1 is a photograph of the hex ball and hex ball housing, and Figure 2 shows
those pieces assembled as the universal joint.
C. Test Procedure
The tests were conducted per the test procedure, included as Appendix A of
this report, with some minor exceptions or modifications which are described in the
"Discussion of Test" section.
D. Test Setup
A photograph of the test fixture is included as Figure 3 of this report.
III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The test results were consistent for all four specimens. The corners of the
hex ball bind slightly in the hex ball housing during the initial load application, but
will "wear-in" after a few loading cycles. This binding does not affect the function
of the universal joint. The hex ball begins to yield at approximately 50 ft-lb, with
permanent deformation occurring both at the reduced diameter "neck" behind the hex
ball, and at the edge of the key way along the shank of the hex ball. Ultimate
failure in shear occurs at the neck, at a torque in excess of 90 ft-lb.
IV. DISCUSSION OF TEST
Testing was performed per the run numbers listed in the test procedure,
Appendix A of this report. The various test runs are discussed in the following
paragraphs in the sequence in which the events occurred. During the course of
testing, several changes to the test setup, load application techniques, and data
recording requirements were implemented in order to facilitate the successful comple-
tion of the tests. These changes are described in the discussion also.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the setup, and a diagram of the overall test setup
is shown in Figure 4. The bellcrank/turnbuckle system did not allow sufficient
adjustment to always maintain the claw uniformly seated on the handle of the torque
wrench. At various times during the testing, small slippages occurred at this inter-
face. Several of the plots of torque-versus-twist show one or more obvious erroneous
data points, which are attributed to such movements in the fixture. The test setup
also included a metal protractor and pointer as an alternate measurement of twist
angle. However, the pointer attachment to the socket wrench extension allowed addi-
tional deflection which was not measured by the digital inclinometer. Also, the
readability of the pointer/protractor was too coarse to correlate with the inclinometer.
Therefore, the twist angle results are taken only from the inclinometer measurements.
Run No. 1 commenced on July 9, 1985. Specimen No. 1 was installed in the
test fixture (Fig. 5) and initial readings were taken with the torque wrench attached,
and hanging under its own weight while attached to the adapter. The torque reading
in this condition was 1.5 ft-lb. This arrangement is referred to as the "slack" con-
dition , and is the typical configuration for beginning and ending data points for all
test runs. The unit was torqued clockwise and data was recorded at 5 ft-lb incre-
ments up to 35 ft-lb. The digital readout for the torque wrench was switched to the
"track" mode, and the applied torque was relaxed to the initial position, with data
recorded at 5 ft-lb increments. A copy of the recorded data (Table 1 of the test
procedure) is included as Appendix B of this report. Plotted data is included as
Appendix C. Specimen No. 1 was removed from the test fixture and visual and
dimensional inspections were performed. Pre- and post-test data were recorded on a
copy of Figure 1 of the test procedure. This data is included in Appendix D of this
report. Figures 6 and 7 are photographs of specimen No. 1, taken after run No. 1.
Wear marks on the hex ball and burnishing within the hex ball housing can be seen.
For run No. 2 and subsequent runs, the torque wrench was recalibrated to
read in inch-pounds for more precise readings. Run No. 2 was conducted in the same
manner as the first run, except the maximum applied torque was 480 in-lb (40 ft-lb),
which corresponded to the value which had been proposed by Perkin-Elmer as a latch
breakaway torque. Reference Proposed Interface Revision Notice (PIRN) No. 1377
to the Space Telescope Interface Control Document ST-ICD-01. Recorded torque and
angle measurements are given in Appendix B, and plotted data is included as Appen-
dix C. Note that a single bad data point was taken at the 360 in-lb reading. As
mentioned before, this is attributed to slippage of the turnbuckle on the torque
wrench, and should be disregarded.
Run Nos. 3 through 7 were a durability test of the hex ball universal joint
specimen No. 2, and consisted of 50 clockwise/counterclockwise cycles to a torque of
420 in-lb (35 ft-lb) in each direction. Visual and dimensional inspections were made
after each 10 cycles. Copies of the recorded data are included in Appendices D and
E. The first two cycles were completed per the description in the test procedure;
that is, clockwise loading using the turnbuckle, and counterclockwise loading applied
manually. This technique was very inaccurate and difficult to do, so beginning at
cycle No. 3, the fixture setup on the bench was reversed to make use of the turn-
buckle during the counterclockwise^half of each cycle. The testing was continued in
this manner through cycle No. 40. The torque/angle measurements were acceptable,
but the setup activity was very time-consuming. At cycle 40, the test setup was
modified to add a longer turnbuckle which would bear on an adapting piece attached
to the spacer block. By lengthening the new turnbuckle, counterclockwise torque
could be applied to the wrench without having to disassemble the test fixture every
one-half cycle. This "upward push" technique was used for the remaining counter-
clockwise torque applications. This method introduced a slight moment to the test
specimen which caused the wrench adapter to lift off the bracket. For the next
durability test, which was run on specimen No. 4, a small plate was added which
acted as a "collar" to hold the adapter in line in the bracket. This plate worked
very effectively.
During the disassembly following cycle Nos. 1 and 2 (specimen No. 1), it had been
observed that the corners of the hex ball had deformed very slightly resulting in the
ball binding in the hex ball housing. A side force of 17 Ib applied at a moment arm
of approximately 0.75 in. (or approximately 12.8 in-lb was required to cause the
hex ball to "swivel" in the housing. After initially overcoming the binding condition,
the ball could be made to move in the housing with less than 10 Ib of side force
applied. Such motion is believed to help to "wear in" the corners of the hex ball
and does not affect the function of the universal joint. This conclusion is supported
by the findings during the disassembly of the durability test unit, Specimen No. 2.
Removal of the hex ball from the housing was easier than for specimen No. 1, which
had been subjected to only a couple of torque applications.
Also, the wear on the corners of the hex ball specimen No. 2 is indicated by
the amount of "dead band" or looseness which can be shown by the change in the
initial angle reading for clockwise to counterclockwise torque applications. A small
portion of this "dead band" is due to the clearances at the keyways when the adapter
attaches to the hex ball, and the hex ball housing attaches to the fixture base.
However, changes in the magnitude of this angle are consistent wih the visual appear-
ance of the wear marks on the corners of the hex ball. It was found that for
approximately the first 20 cycles, the looseness would increase. After that, the
looseness stabilized and remained nearly constant for the balance of the 50 cycles.
This can be seen on a composite plot of three durability cycles, which is included
in Appendix E. Clockwise-to-counterclockwise readings within the same cycle can be
compared; however, end-to-end comparisons cannot be made because the inclinometer
mounting plate did not remain cemented to the adapter throughout the test sequence.
This installation had to be made several times, and a note was written on the affected
data sheets. However, if the inclinometer to adapter cemented joint was not disturbed,
a consistent repeatability of the test setup of less than one degree was obtained.
Run Nos. 8 and 9 were performed on specimen No. 3. Results were consistent
with run Nos. 1 and 2. There was no detectable difference between specimens 1 and
3.
Run Nos. 10 through 14 were durability tests performed on specimen No. 4.
For this test, Braycote No. 602 lubricant was applied to the hex ball. This lubricant
contains particles of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) suspended in a perfluorinated
polyether-based grease. At the very large contact pressure which is on the corners
of the hex ball during torque application, the liquid lubrication of the grease is
considered negligible. This lubricant was used to determine if the MoS2 particles
would inhibit the wear which had been observed on specimen No. 2 during run Nos.
3 through 7. On the flight hardware, a dry film MoS2 coating, Microseal 200, is
applied. Post-test inspection of specimen No. 4 indicated smoother wear marks than
on specimen No. 2. Also, the looseness indicated by the clockwise-to-counterclockwise
"dead band" was slightly less. See the plotted data in Appendix E. These results
confirm the conclusion from the first durability test, that wear on the corners of the
hex ball does not affect the function of the universal joint.
In run Nos. 15 through 18, each hex ball was torqued in the clockwise direc-
tion until an indication of yielding occurred. This point cannot be determined
exactly, but can be estimated by the distinct change in slope of the torque-versus-
angular deflection plots. Yielding began at approximately 50 ft-lb for each test
specimen. See the plotted data in Appendix C. Visual examination of the hex balls
after these tests indicated that yielding had occurred in two places, at the "neck"
behind the hex ball, and along the edge of the key way. This result is slightly less
than the calculated yield point for the neck area of the hex ball as shown below.
Material: Ph 13-8 Mo, Condition H1000
From MIL-HDBK-5C,
fs = 0.55 x f = 105.6 KSI = T
v _ iJ
 T _ TT (D4 - d4)T
 - T J - 32
c = 0.320/2 = 0.16 D = 0.320 d = 0.112
T - (104.5 x 106) [TT (0.3204 - 0.1124)/32]
 f1 - 77;—^-f^ - bb<i in.-Ib - 00. ^  It-ID(U. ib;
(52.6 ft-lb at minimum B/P diameter).
The initial yielding may have occurred at the key way, which is of less concern than
the neck area behind the ball. Although there was some deformation (and there was
difficulty in removal of the hex ball from the adapter), the key way was able to sus-
tain much higher loading after yielding had occurred.
The remaining runs were to load each hex ball specimen to ultimate failure.
However, during run No. 19, yielding of the hex ball-to-wrench adapter occurred at
approximately 65 ft-lb; thus, the specimen No. 1 was not taken to ultimate failure on
this test run. This unit was later tested to destruction in run No. 23. In order to
continue the tests, a one-half inch socket wrench adapter and a three-eighths inch
alien wrench bit were used with a second hex ball housing as a replacement for the
wrench adapter.
Accurate torque-versus-angular deflection data was not obtained at the ultimate
failure point for any of the four specimens. The test fixture was set up to position
the torque wrench at a different initial angle. The larger turnbuckle was used for
part of the runs, and a switch to the shorter turnbuckle was made when the torque
wrench had moved to within the fully extended adjustment of the shorter turnbuckle.
At higher loading levels (above 80 ft-lb), the hex ball universal joints exhibited
time-dependent load-versus-deflection characteristics. The hex ball would not sustain
a specific input torque value, and continued to twist with severe plastic deformation
in the neck area. The specimens were able to carry a higher load, however, if the
application was a continuously increasing input torque. The load application equip-
ment (turnbuckle, claw, etc.) was not sufficiently stiff to input a specific deflection
and hold that position to allow the torque level to stabilize at a lower value (which
might have shown as a negatively sloped plot of torque versus angle). Consequently,
the angle readings at torque values above 80 ft-lb are questionable. When the range
of travel of the inclinometer was exceeded, the cement joint at the attachment to the
replacement adapter would become loose. Also, the hex ball did not fail before the
full adjustment range of the turnbuckle was taken up. In each case, the ultimate
failure load had to be applied manually, and ranged from 91 to 96 ft-lb. Failure
occurred at the neck, immediately adjacent to the hex ball. Figures 8 and 9 are
photographs of one of the hex balls following the test failure.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of these tests, it is concluded that the proposed maximum
torque value of 40 ft-lb per PIRN 1377 can be approved. It is recommended that the
torque applied to any of the actuation rods not exceed 45 ft-lb in order to avoid a
yield-type failure of the universal joint. It should be noted, however, that the load-
carrying capability of the universal joint exceeds 45 ft-lb by a comfortable margin.
In a contingency situation, higher torque values may be considered, although some
yielding is likely to be sustained.
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HEX BALL TORQUE TEST
Purpose
A series of torque tests will be performed on representative test specimens to
characterize the torque-transmission and wear tolerance of the hex ball universaljoint used in various places in manual actuation devices within the Space Telescope
OTA. These tests will be carried to destruction to establish the actual maximum
torque capability of this universal joint.
Test Hardware
Four (4) specimens, fabricated per Perkin-Elmer drawings, will be tested. The
specimens shall be identified as No 1 through 4. MSFC quality assurance verifica-
tion of materials, heat treat condition, and dimensions is required.
Test Setup
The test setup is shown on drawing SK679-3628. Prior to final assembly of the
test fixture, the components shall be fit checked and modified, if required, to meet
the intended function. Note: The base includes provisions for match drilling and
doweling the hex ball housing in place. The MS 16555-629 dowel pin should not be
installed unless necessary for stability and repeatability.
Visual and Dimensional Inspection
The hex ball and the hex ball housing shall be visually inspected under 10X
magnification, and dimensions shall be measured and recorded on a copy of Figure 1
prior to the start of testing. Any excessive looseness or tightness of the fit of the
ball in the housing shall be noted. The ball should be free to pivot within the
housing, or should move with slight thumb pressure applied. Any looseness or "play"
about the axis of rotation should be noted, along with any difficulty in insertion or
removal of the hex ball.
Test Setup Adjustments and Repeatability
Following the preliminary fit check, the fixture shall be set up on a bench and
firmly clamped in place. The mounting plate shall be oriented in a vertical plane (as
indicated by a carpenter's level). Use shims at interface, if required. Any rota-
tional play in the bracket-to-plate interface shall be taken out in the clockwise direc-
tion prior to tightening attachment hardware. Similarly, all play in the test article,
adapter, socket, turnbuckle, torque wrench, etc. shall be taken out in the clockwise
direction. In this position, the inclinometer and pointer for the protractor shall be
zeroed.
After zeroing the angle measurement equipment, the test article shall be removed
from the setup, taking care not to disturb the inclinometer-to-adapter or collar-to-
socket attachments. The setup shall then be repeated and the inclinometer reading
shall be recorded. Repeatability within ±1° is a goal; the actual fixture and test





Verify the fixture is set up and instrumentation is adjusted prior to initial
application of torque. The test article shall be test specimen No. 1.
Slowly and uniformly apply torque in clockwise direction, using turnbuckle.
Closely observe all components of test setup for abnormal movement or instability.
Continuous hands-on support and control may be required, particularly at higher
torque values. Pause at 5 ft-lb increments during torque application and record
torque value and angle of twist on a test data sheet, Table 1. Continue clockwise
torque application up to 35 ft-lb, recording data at each step. Slowly and uniformly
relax applied torque, recording data at 5 ft-lb increments. Without disturbing angle
measurement equipment, remove the test article from the fixture and perform visual
and dimensional inspection. Record results on a copy of Figure 1.
Run No. 2
Repeat above sequence, except maximum torque shall be 40 ft-lb.
Run No. 3
Set up test fixture with specimen No. 2 installed. Zero instrumentation with
all "play" taken out in the clockwise direction. Apply torque and record data per
run No. 1, above, except upon returning to zero applied torque, do not disturb
setup or remove the test article. Record data on a copy of Table 2. Reverse the
torque wrench and change the readout instrumentation as required for counter-
clockwise torque application. Taken out all "play" in the CCW direction and record,
but do not re-zero the inclinometer or pointer. Apply torque (manually, fixture is
not configured for turnbuckle use in CCW direction) and record data per Table 2.
Note: Bracket-to-plate interface has been adjusted for CW torque application; watch
carefully for any slippage at this location. Fixture modification may be required.
Repeat CW and CCW torque application to 35 ft-lb for a total of 10 cycles. Do not
re-zero inclinometer. "Initial" angle for each cycle will be compared to previous
readings for an indication of wear. After 10 cycles, remove the test article and
perform the visual and dimensional inspection. Record data per Figure 1.
Runs 4 through 7
Repeat run 3 for a total of 50 cycles on test specimen No. 2. Note: Some of
the intermediate data points may be omitted if linearity and hysteresis/repeatability
characteristics warrant such.
Runs 8 and 9
Repeat runs 1 and 2, using specimen No. 3.
Runs 10 through 14
Repeat runs 3 through 7, using specimen No. 4. Exception: Apply a small
amount of Braycote No. 602 to the hex ball bearing surfaces prior to each sequence





Repeat sequence of steps 1 and 2, except continue beyond 40 ft-lb, in 5 ft-lb
increments, until a definite indication of yielding occurs. (Recorded data shall be
plotted in real time, and a distinct change of slope shall be regarded as an indication
of yielding. The inclinometer will also not return to zero by an amount greater than
the established hysteresis and repeatability values.) If possible, try to pinpoint the
location of yielding in the test article during the visual and dimensional inspection.
Possible locations include: the reduced diameter behind the hex ball; the key ways;
on the corners of the flats on the hex ball or hex ball housing.
Run No. 16
Repeat run No. 15 using specimen No. 2. Note any change in yield points in
comparison with specimen No. 1.
Run No. 17
Repeat run No. 15 using specimen No. 3. Note any change in yield points in
comparison with specimen No. 1 and No. 2.
Run No. 18
Repeat run 15 using specimen No. 4. Again, compare yield with previous
specimens.
Run No. J9
Repeat above sequence, except continue torque application until failure occurs.
This may be an actual fracture of the test article, or a negative slope on the torque
versus angle plot. Note: Inclinometer will not read angles beyond 20°, and manual
torque application is necessary when adjustable range of turnbuckle is exceeded.
Run No. 20
Repeat run No. 19 using specimen No. 2. Note any change in failure points
for specimen No. 2 in comparison with specimen No. 1.
Run No. 21
Repeat run No. 19 using specimen No. 3. Note any change in failure points
for specimen No. 3 in comparison with specimen No. 1 and No. 2.
Run No. 22
Repeat run No. 19 using specimen No. 4. Again, compare failure points.
Runs 23 and 24
Assuming the failures occur on the 679-3628 hex balls, and that the 679-3629
hex ball housing is still serviceable, one specimen of the hex ball housing shall be
tested to establish the yield and ultimate capability. Using a 3/8 in. alien wrench bit,
apply torque per runs 3 and 4. Note: Failure may occur at the key way of the





Hex Ball Specimen No.






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0
PRE-TEST VALUE POST-TEST VALUE REMARKS (Visual Condition)
,4300 (Ref)
Across Points - Typ G,H,I




Mcross Flats - Typ D,E,F
'—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628


















Hex Ball Housing 679-3629






Hex Ball Specimen No.
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No.
Run No.
Direction of Torque Application
TORQUE ( ) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS
(Record maximum torque applied, any
significant observations)
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)
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APPENDIX B







Hex Ball Specimen No. 1
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No.
Run No. i "
Direction of Torque Application CW






































resulting in negative angle readings,
Inclinometer cement broke after
final reading.
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) +0.039





Hex Ball Specimen No. 1_
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No.
Run No. 2








































(Record maximum torque applied, any
significant observations)
Inclinometer has been set up in reverse
of Run No. 1, thus the change in sign.
Switched to "track"
Turnbuckle slack
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) "0-27




Date 7- 30- 85
Hex Ball Specimen No. 1
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No.
Run No. 2A






































(Record maximum torque applied, any
significant observations)
SLOP
Initial - CW (+2.336)
CCW (-0.624)
Final - CW (+2.725)
CCW (-0.075
Error was made in this measurement.
I should have used the torque
in place for more accuracy. All Slop,
In i t i a l Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) +1.611 ->• OOP Torque
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Hex Ball Specimen No. 3
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 3
Run No. 8
Direction of Torque Application_
TORQUE (jn-lb ) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS
















I have no explanation for this error.
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) +1.550





Hex Ball Specimen No. 3
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 3
Run No. 9
Direction of Torque Application
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS


















Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) 3.346
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Hex Ball Specimen No. l
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. l
Run No. 15
Direction of Torque Application CW
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS
01g 3 366 (Record maximum torque applied, any
'- significant observations)






















Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup) 3.366 in.-lb





Hex Ball Specimen No. 2
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 2
Run No. 16
Direction of Torque Application CW
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS






























Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 3
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No._3
Run No. 17
Direction of Torque Application CW
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS
5.680 (Record maximum torque applied, any





















Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 4
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 4
Run No. is
Direction of Torque Application CW
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS






















Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 1
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 1
Run No. 19
Direction of Torque Application_
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS




















'Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 2
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No.
Run No. 20
2
Direction of Torque Application














































(Record maximum torque applied, any
significant observations)
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 3
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 3
Run No. 21
Direction of Torque Application_
TORQUE (in-lb) ANGLE (Degrees) REMARKS
ft _ (Record maximum torque applied, any

























Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)





Hex Ball Specimen No. 4
Hex Ball Housing Specimen No. 4
Run No. 22
Direction of Torque Application^
TORQUE (in-lb) A N G L E (Degrees) REMARKS
,g _q 2qfi (Record maximum torque app l i ed , any























I n i t i a l Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)











Housing Specimen No. 2
No. 23 (19.5)
of Torque Appl i ca t ion

























































(Record maximum torque a p p l i e d , any
s igni f icant observations)
CHANGED TURNBUCKLE
Initial
After 1 min. at -1.0/1015
After 1 min at -0.8/1016
After 1 min at -0.6/1016
After 1 min at -0.2/1030
After 1 min at 0/1030
After 1 min at +1/1047
After 1 min at +2/1065
Initial Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)
Final Angle Reading (Repeatability Setup)
57
APPENDIX C
PLOTTED DATA FROM APPENDIX B
PAG* BLMOC NOT
lilTENTiQNAm BLftNK 59











RUN NO 1 (8/30/B5)BRETT
RUN #2, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION






RUN #3, CYCLE 1, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION















RUN #3, CYCLE 1, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION
















RUN #3, CYCLE 2, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION












00 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30
DEGREES
(07-15-85)
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
RUN #3, CYCLE 2, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION
















RUN #3, CYCLE 3, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION














RUN #3, CYCLE 3, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION






RUN #3, CYCLE 4, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION












00 1 0 1 5 2 0 25 30
DEGREES
(07-15-85)
35 40 45 50 55
RUN #3, CYCLE 4, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION
















RUN #3, CYCLE 5, HEX BALL TORQUE EXPERIMENT
TORQUE VS. DEGREE TORSION












0.0 .5 10 1.5 2.0 25 30 3.5 40 45 50 55
DEGREES
(07-15-85)
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #1
CW LOAD CW UNLOAD
TORQUE. IN. LBS.
00 .5 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
DEGREES
BRETT ROBINSON . ASST BY MIKE MOORE
3 5 4 . 0 4 5 5 0 5 5
65
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #1












1 2 3 4 5 6
DEGREES
BRETT ROBINSON. ASST BY MIKE MOORE
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #2












I 3 4 5 t
DEGREES
BRETT ROBINSON. ASST BY MIKE MOORE
66
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #2













0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30
DEGREES
BRETT ROBINSON. ASST. BY MIKE MOORE
3.5 40 4.5 50 5.5
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #3


























HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #3




HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE

























HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #4




HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #5












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 50
DEGREES
69












CCW LOAD CCW UNLOAD
3
DEGREES
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #6












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
DEGREES
70
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #6














HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #7












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
DEGREES
71
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN §4, CYCLE #7












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
DEGREES
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #8





HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #8












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
DEGREES
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #10















HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #10














0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
DEGREES
HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #9















HEX BALL TORQUE TEST RUN #4, CYCLE #9












0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
DEGREES































BRETT 8/20/85 RUN 16
12 14 16













» 10 11 12
DECREES, ROTATION
7/30/85-BRETT.RUN 17
13 14 15 16
76








BRETT B/20/85 RUN 18

































































PRE- AND POST-TEST DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENTS












D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)





































Dimensions K-L was measured
with a digital caliper which
was only accurate to three
places.
Slight abrasions around the
edges of the hex head.
Dimension C was measured
with a three place accuracy
blade micrometer.
Load markings were visible
on the post test hex head.
The hex housing also had
load markings.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
















B/P Dimensions & Tolerances
Shown for Reference
.3750 + .0005







Hex Ball Housing 679-3629













D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0
/-, 4300
^ / •Ac ross






















Points - Typ G,H,I
^~
TQI \ TLJ . L



















,-.320 t .005 p. 3745 -









-Across Flats - Typ D.E.F
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 670-3628












Hex Ball Housing 679-3629


























































































/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I




-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F ,
-.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628














Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 2_






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)










M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0
(1 to 4)


































Dimension C was measured
with a three place accuracy
blade micrometer.
Slight scratches around hex
edge of hex ball housing.
-.4300 (Ref)
^Across Points - Typ G,H,I
,-.320 t .005 p.3745 - .0005 A (Dia)
A.B
Ref
-Across Flats - Typ D.E.F ,
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628









/-K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
• Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









•Hex- Ball -Specimen No.








D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5}
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)


































The corners of the hex ball
show more signs of wear.
Slight burnishing, more
metallic flakes came out
upon separation.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I



















K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
- Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 2_






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)






































-Across Points - Typ G,H,I






uAcross Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628











K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex B,a,l 1* Specimen* No.'J 2_






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0































Hex ball visually shows
very little change.
,4300 (Ref)
Across Points - Typ G.H.I






I—Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
I—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628









K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
- Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629
















0 (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
f (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)






































No change in visual
appearance.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I








-Across Flats - Typ D.E.F j
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628
B/P Dimensions & Tolerances
Shown for Reference
/ ^ J Across
v /I 679-3682
V.












Hex Ball Housing 679-3629






Hex Ball Specimen No. 3
Hex Bal'l Housing Specimen No.






E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
(3,4 to 1,6)
(1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0


































/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I






-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628








K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
-Across 679-3582 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 3


















































































There was no change.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I






hAcross Flats - Typ D,E,F
I—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628













Hex Ball Housing 679-3629







Date • ' **" 8/28
Hex Ball Specimen No. 4






D (1 to 4) 0.3749
E (2 to 5) 0.3748
F (3 to 6} 0.3749
G (1,2 to 5,4} 0.4301
H (2,3 to 6,5} 0.4302
I (3,4 to 1,6) 0.4303
J 0.4207
K 0.3750
L (1 to 4} 0.3750
M (2 to 5) 0.3755




















Post-test: Hex ball corners
are burnished and housing
also shows signs of wear.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G.H.I








Across Flats - Typ D,E,F . :
— .3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628








K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
Across 679-3582 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629
















D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
0
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)





































Hex ball shows very slight,
smooth wear on corners.
The housing shows very
slight signs of further wear.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I





-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628









K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
- Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629








Date -.- -.. -, 8/28
Hex Ball Specimen No. 4_






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5.
H (2,3 to 6,
I (3,4 to 1.
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)






































No signs of further wear.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I






-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F i
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628













Hex Ball Housing 679-3629


















D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)



































No further signs of wear.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
,-.320 + .005 p.3745 - .0005 A (Dia)
A.B
Ref
-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F :
— .3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628









K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-






Hex Ball Housing 679-3629






Hex Ball Specimen No. 4_






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5}
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0


































Shows no signs of further
wear.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
,-.320 + .005 ,-.3745 - .0005
A.B
Ref
-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F ,
—.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628










K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
\
- Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629
















D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)







































Hex ball does not visually
show any massive signs of
yielding. Burnished edges
on ball. Burnished corners
on housing.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
-.320 + .005 p.3745 -
.. . f .
.0005 A (Dial











B/P Dimensions & Tolerances
Shown for Reference
.3750 + .0005
K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-




Hex Ball Housing 679-3629





Date ' 8/29 »
Hex Ball Specimen No. 2






D (1 to 4) 0.3751
E (H to 5) 0.3749
F (3 to 6) 0.3749
G (1,2 to 5,4) 0.4283
H (2,3 to 6,5) 0.4381
I (3,4 to 1,6) 0.4280
J 0.4211
K 0.3745
L (1 to 4) 0.3750
M (2 to 5) 0.3750



















Hex is worn from initial
durability torque test.
Post Yield: Hex looks
twisted and shows extra
signs of wear for CW load.
-4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I |-.320 t .005 [—
L_





Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628









K (Dia) Using Rage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
-Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 3






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6}
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)



































Hex ball looks twisted and
shows further signs of CW
load.
-4300 (Ref)
/•Across Points - Typ G,H,I
- .320 + .005 I.3745 - .0005
A,B
Ref
-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F










B/P Dimensions & Tolerances
Shown for Reference
.3750 + .0005






Hex Ball Housing 679-3629






Hex Ball Specimen No. 4






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
N (3 to 6)
0
































/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I






-Across Flats - Typ D.E.F
.3750 - .0002 '
Hex Ball 679-3628








K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
- Across 679-3582 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629
















D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,4)
H (2,3 to 6,5)
I (3,4 to 1,6)
0
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)





































Hex ball shows massive
signs of yielding. Load mark
from CW twist is quite obvious.
*Dutch key dimple on hex
is pushed up from load. Hex
housing is also burnished.
-.4300 (Ref)
/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
0005 A (Dia)
i a.









B/P Dimensions & Tolerances
Shown for Reference
.3750 + .0005






Hex Ball Housing 679-3629






Hex Ball Specimen No. 2












































































/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I
.320 + .005
I
.3745 - .0005 A (Dia)
A,B
Ref
-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002 ' l .
Hex Ball 679-3628









K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
-Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 3

































































/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I





Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
— .3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628













Hex Ball Housing 679-3629









Hex Ball Specimen No. 4






D (1 to 4)
E (2 to 5)
F (3 to 6)
G (1,2 to 5,
H (2,3 to 6
I (3,4 to 1.
J
K
L (1 to 4)
M (2 to 5)
























/-Across Points - Typ G,H,I




-Across Flats - Typ D,E,F
—.3750 - .0002
Hex Ball 679-3628










K (Dia) Using Gage Pin
.3758 + .0002-
l_ _ . _
-Across 679-3682 Pin
Hex Ball Housing 679-3629
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